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/is study introduces a new type of lightweight, shape-stable composite phase-change material (CPCM) to improve the thermal
management of ternary lithium batteries. Paraffin wax (PW) was used as a phase-change material, expanded graphite (EG) and
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) were used as support materials, carbon fiber (CF) was used as a heat-conductive additive, and a
3D printed aluminum honeycomb with a prickly structure (3D Al-Hc) was added to enhance the mechanical properties and
thermal conductivity of the CPCM. /e properties of the CPCM were analyzed based on its microstructure, thermal properties,
and stress-strain response./e CPCMwas applied to a battery coolingmodule to determine the temperature response of a battery.
/e results showed that when the CFmass fraction was 4.5 wt%, the degree of supercooling in the PW/EG/CF/HDPE was reduced
by 51.5% and 43.3% compared to PWPCM and PW/EGCPCM, respectively. In addition, the thermal conductivity of the PW/EG/
CF/HDPE/3D AL-Hc CPCM (5.723W/(m·K)) was 1.9 times that of the PW/EG. Due to the presence of the 3D AL-Hc, the CPCM
has a strain of 1.25mm at a pressure of 100KPa. In addition, the CPCM has excellent battery thermal management performance.
At a 2.5°C discharge rate, the operating temperature of the battery is kept within the safe temperature range of 50°C.

1. Introduction

In order to overcome the energy crisis and environmental
pollution caused by traditional cars, new energy vehicles are
needed to replace traditional cars. Although the power
battery is one of the three major components of electric
vehicles, it is very sensitive to temperature and generates a
lot of heat during operation. If the battery does not dissipate
in time and is frequently operated at high temperatures, it
will greatly reduce its reliability and service life [1].
/erefore, an efficient thermal management system is
needed to ensure efficient battery operation.

Traditional battery thermal management (BTM) tech-
nologies include forced air cooling [2, 3], liquid cooling
[4, 5], and phase-change material cooling [6, 7]. Among
these, the phase-change material has been widely concerned
because of its low costs, high efficiency, and simple and
compact structure [8]. Phase-change materials (PCMs)
mainly include organic materials [9–11] such as paraffin,

fatty acids, and inorganic materials [12–14], such as crys-
talline hydrated salts and molten salts. In the BTMS, PW is
considered to be one of the best phase-change materials due
to its large latent heat capacity, small volume change, slight
supercooling, and low costs. However, the low thermal
conductivity of paraffin, the liquid phase leakage during
phase change, and poor mechanical properties hinder its use
in BTMSs.

In order to solve the above problems, scholars have de-
veloped various methods to improve the thermal conductivity
of phase-change materials. Common methods include the
addition of carbon powder, metal foam, carbon fiber, etc.
[15–19]. Recent studies have shown that wrapping PW in a
porous structure is a simple and efficient method [20–22]. EG
is widely used due to its loose, porous structure and good
thermal conductivity [23]. Jiang et al. [24] found that adding
graphite with a mass fraction of 16 wt% to 20 wt% in paraffin
not only improves the thermal conductivity of CPCM, but
also improves the thermal management performance of the
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battery. Li et al. [25] added EG to PW and found that its
thermal conductivity is 41 times that of PW. Wang et al. [26]
prepared a copper foam/PW composite phase-change ma-
terial. /e addition of copper foam increases the internal heat
transfer of the paraffin and reduces the energy storage time by
more than 40%. Lv et al. [27] added EG to polyethylene glycol,
and the results showed that the addition of EG greatly im-
proved the thermal conductivity and heat transfer of the
PCM. Jiang et al. [28] added CF to paraffin, and the results
show that the thermal conductivity of the composite is almost
linear with the volume fraction of carbon fiber. Compared
with pristine paraffin, the in-plane thermal conductivity of the
CPCM is increased by 18–57 times, and the thermal con-
ductivity outside the surface is increased by 3.7–5.5 times.

Due to the easy leakage during the paraffin phase
transition, it will affect the heat storage capacity of the PCM.
/erefore, the researchers proposed some leak control
methods for PCMs. Tang et al. [29] added HDPE to the MA
to prevent leakage during the phase change./e results show
that when the MA mass fraction is less than 70%, the MA is
uniformly absorbed by the HDPE during themelting process
without leakage. Lv et al. [30] used PW in the pores of
nanosilica to prevent the migration and leakage of paraffin
during the phase change. /e addition of silica greatly
improves the uniformity of the paraffin and alleviates the
leakage and volume change of the paraffin. Li et al. [31]
encapsulated PW/EG CPCM with silica gel, effectively
preventing leakage of PW during solid-liquid phase tran-
sition. Xu and Li [32] prepared PW/diatomite/WMCNTs for
a heat storage cement-based CPCM. /e addition of
WMCNTs not only improves the thermal conductivity of the
material but also increases the heat storage and heat release
rate of the material.

In addition to the above thermal conductivity and
leakage problems, the mechanical properties and heat
transfer properties of PCMs are also the focus of attention.
After the phase-change material undergoes repeated solid-
liquid circulation, shape changes or cracks may occur, which
may reduce the performance and heat dissipation of the
PCM. When the latent heat stored in the PCM or CPCM
cannot be dissipated from the battery in time, the service life
and performance of the battery may drop sharply after rapid
charging or multiple cycles [33]. In this study, a new type of
shape-stable composite phase-change material is proposed.
PW was used as the phase-change material, EG and HDPE
were used as support materials, CF as a thermal conductive
additive, and 3D Al-Hc is added. /e PW is dispersed into
EG and CF to increase the thermal conductivity of the PCM;
among them, EG is both a matrix and a strong thermal
conductivity. HDPE is added to the PCM to prevent the
leakage of the molten PW. Finally, PCMs made from the
above various materials have good mechanical properties
and heat dispersibility.

2. Materials and Experiment

2.1. Materials. /e PW was provided by Hangzhou Luer
Energy Technology Co., Ltd., China. /e EG was purchased
from Shandong Qingdao Graphite Co., Ltd., China. /e CF

was purchased from Fujian United New Materials Tech-
nology Co., Ltd. /e CF has a thermal conductivity of
900W/(m·K), an average length of 15 μm, and a density of
2.22 g/cm3. HDPE was supplied by Qatar Petrochemical
Companywith a density of 0.953 g/cm3 and a softening point
of 126°C. /e AL-Hc panel was provided by Shanghai
Luhuan Industrial Co., Ltd. /e 3D AL-Hc and the AL-Hc
panels are regular hexagons having a side length of 3mm
and a height of 5mm, and both have a thickness of 0.4mm,
respectively. /e 3D AL-Hc is evenly distributed with five
cylinders, each having a height of 10mm, a diameter of
3mm, and an angle of 45° to the wall. Changsha New
Materials Industry Research Co., Ltd. assisted in the printing
of the 3D AL-Hc. /e rectangular ternary lithium battery
(50Ah) was provided by Jiangxi Xingying Technology Co.,
Ltd.

2.2. Sample Preparation. Figure 1 is the optical image of the
3D printed aluminum honeycomb with a prickly structure
and aluminum honeycomb, and both are made of pure
aluminum. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the various
manufacturing techniques for preparing PW/EG/CF/
HDPE CPCM and PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc CPCM
samples by melt blending. Figure 2(a) is a schematic dia-
gram of the preparation process of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE
powder. Figure 2(b) shows the process of preparing a
CPCM plate by placing PW/EG/CF/HDPE powder and Al-
HC in a mold under a tablet press pressure; in the prepared
sample, each hexagonal hole of the aluminum honeycomb
was filled with PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM. /e expandable
graphite powder was placed in a vacuum oven at 60°C for 24
hours. /en, it was placed in a horse boiling furnace at
800°C and rapidly expanded for 60 s to obtain the EG.
HDPE and paraffin in different proportions are stirred in
the molten state and thoroughly mixed. A small amount of
antioxidant 1010 was added to prevent the thermal oxi-
dative degradation of the paraffin and HDPE./en, EG and
CF were added to the mixture and stirring was continued
for 60 minutes. Finally, the mixture was placed in a square
mold and a pressure of 6MPa was applied, followed by
compression molding, cooling at room temperature, and
then demolding. Table 1 lists the composition of the six
samples.

2.3. Performance Characterization and Testing of Samples

2.3.1. Sample Characterization. Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM, Hitachi s-3400 n) was utilized to observe the
morphology and microstructure of the composites. /e
crystal structure of each CPCM was analyzed using X-ray
diffraction (Bruker D8 Focus, Germany) at a scanning
speed of 10°/min, CuKα� 0.154 nm, and a 2-/eta value of
10° to 80°. A 25mm× 25mm× 5mm rectangular parallel-
epiped specimen was measured using an electronic uni-
versal testing machine under the control of a
microcomputer (WDW-100E, Jinan, China) for the me-
chanical durability compressive strength test. /e accuracy
of the measurements is ±0.5%.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Honeycomb. (a) 3D printing with prickly aluminum honeycomb. (b) Aluminum honeycomb.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE and PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc composite samples that were formed by melt mixing.
(a) Schematic diagram of the preparation process of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE. (b) Preparation of the CPCM samples.
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2.3.2. 3ermal Performance Test of the Sample. /e PW/EG
and PW/EG/CF/HDPE composite phase-change materials
were tested using a differential scanning calorimeter
(DSC8000, PE Instrument Inc., USA), and the samples were
heated and cooled at a rate of 5°C/min under an N2 atmo-
sphere. /e temperature test range was 10–70°C. /e thermal
conductivity of the sample was measured with a TC 3000 type
thermal conductivity meter at a room temperature of 25°C.
/e sensor was placed between two identical samples and
pressed with a weight. /is method has the advantages of fast
detection speed, high accuracy, and simple sample prepara-
tion. /ermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Model 4000, USA)
was used at a heating rate of 10°C/min in N2 atmosphere at
room temperature to 700°C with a sensitivity of 0.1mg.

2.4. Construction of Ternary Lithium Battery 3ermal Re-
sponse Platform. Figure 3 shows the experimental platform
for applying the CPCM to the thermal response of a ternary
lithium battery cooling module. /e charge and discharge
cycle of the battery at different discharge rates were achieved
by using a constant-wing battery charging and discharging
system (5V200A-1CH, Shenzhen, China). /is was per-
formed by attaching the CPCM to the surface of the ternary
lithium battery, which was subject to different discharge
rates, using a HIOKI data storage recorder (MR8875-30A,
Shanghai, China) in a high-low temperature test chamber at
a constant temperature of 25°C. Table 2 shows the key data
during battery charging and discharging, and C represents
the capacity of the battery.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microscopic Appearance. /e microphotographs of the
CF, HDPE, PW/EG, and PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM samples
are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4(a), the surface of
the carbon fiber is very smooth, and the outer diameter is
consistent with the diameter that is provided by the supplier.
Figure 4(b) is a microscopic topography of the high HDPE.
Figure 4(c) is a microscopic topography of the PW/EG
CPCM. /e results in the figure indicate that PW is com-
pletely adsorbed in the pore structure of EG. Figure 4(d) is a
microstructure diagram of a PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM. In
this CPCM, PW, EG, and HDPE are mixed, and CF is
uniformly dispersed in the CPCM.

3.2. Leakage Rate. Figure 5 is an optical image of the PW/CF/
HDPE CPCM and PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM after 2 hours in
the incubator. As can be seen from the figure, there is no

significant leakage of paraffin in the PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM
compared to the PW/CF/HDPECPCM, since the PW is held in
place by the surface tension and capillary force of the EG.
Figure 6 shows the effect of theCF content on the leakage rate of
the CPCM. With the increase in the amount of CF, the leakage
rate of CPCM has been reduced. However, when the CF mass
fractionwas 6%, the leakage rate of the CPCMwas increased. As
the CF content increases, a part of the CF will be agglomerated,
which can destroy the crystalline structure of the PW and
increase the leakage rates. In addition, it can be seen that the
PCM leakage rate increases rapidly at the beginning 20 hours.
However, after 20 hours, the rate of the increase in the leakage
rate slowed down./is is because the paraffin on the surface of
the PCM leaks quicklywhen heated, resulting in a rapid increase
in the PCM leakage rate. /e PW inside the PCM has a slower
migration rate due to the superior adsorption capacity of the
HDPE and EG, which decelerates the rate of increase in leakage
rate after 20 hours.

3.3. 3ermal Performance Analysis. /e DSC curves for the
PW and CPCM are shown in Figure 7. /e peaks of PW/EG
and PW/EG/CF/HDPE composites were lower than those of
the pristine paraffin, which is attributed to the decrease in
the mass fraction of the PW that is present in the composites.
In addition, with the addition of the EG and CF to the PW,
the exothermal peaks shifted to higher temperatures during
solidification, and the exothermal peaks shifted to lower
temperatures during the melting. /e results show that the
addition of CF to the CPCM can reduce the degree of
supercooling. /e latent heat value of the sample was ob-
tained by integrating the DSC curve, as shown in Table 3.
From the data in the table, the supercooling of the CPCM-
CF4.5 was reduced by 51.5% and 43.3%, respectively,
compared to the supercooling of the PW PCM and PW/EG
CPCM. /e reduction in the supercooling shortens the
phase-transition period and improves the use efficiency of
the composite phase-change material.

Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns of different materials,
in which HDPE, CF, and PW/EG show obvious diffraction
peaks at 2-/eta� 23.3°, 26.4°, 23.3°, 19.3°, 23.3°, 24.8°, and
26.4°. /e XRD curve of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM
showed the same diffraction peak at the same 2-/eta value.
No clear new peaks were observed, thus indicating that the
interaction in the PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM involved
simple physical loading between the PW, EG, CF, and HDPE
rather than chemical interaction.

Figure 9 shows the TG curves of the PW, HDPE, PW/
EG, and PW/EG/CF/HDPE composite phase change ma-
terials. Degradation of the pure component is accomplished
in one step, while the degradation of the blend is accom-
plished in two steps: the first step is the degradation of the
PW; the second step is the degradation of the HDPE. /is
degradation behavior is mainly due to the fact that the
blends are immiscible and the components have different
degradation temperatures. PW starts to decompose at ap-
proximately 180°C, and this is completed at approximately
320°C. HDPE has good thermal stability, starts to decompose
at approximately 450°C, and completely decomposes at

Table 1: /e compositions of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE composites.

Sample PW (wt%) EG (wt%) HDPE (wt%) CF (wt%)
CPCM-CF0 93 7 0 0
CPCM-CF0.5 86.5 7 6 0.5
CPCM-CF1.5 85.5 7 6 1.5
CPCM-CF3 84 7 6 3
CPCM-CF4.5 82.5 7 6 4.5
CPCM-CF6 81 7 6 6
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Figure 3: /e experimental setup for evaluating the thermal response of the ternary lithium battery cooling module with the CPCM.

Table 2: Charge/discharge procedures.

Process Current (A) Voltage (V)

Charge Calvanostatic 2 4.2 (cut-off voltage)
Potentiostatic 0.1 (cut-off current) __

Discharge __ 125(2.5°C) __

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Continued.
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approximately 500°C. /e PW/EG/CF/HDPE completes the
first degradation at 190°C–330°C. /is stage is the degra-
dation of the paraffin, and the second degradation is
completed at 450°C–480°C. /is stage is the degradation of
the HDPE. /e CPCM mass residue is the same as the EG
and CF contents, thus indicating that EG and CF do not
degrade at approximately 500°C.

3.4.3ermal Conductivity Analysis. /ermal conductivity is
an important parameter that affects the rate at which a
phase-change material stores and releases heat. Figure 10
shows the thermal conductivities of the PW and CPCM
with different CF mass fractions. /e thermal conductivity

of pristine CPCP-CF0 at room temperature was 3.03W/(m·K).
/e thermal conductivity of the CPCM increases with the
introduction of CF, and the thermal conductivity of CPCM-
CF4.5 was 1.31 times that of CPCM-CF0. However, as the
mass fraction of CF increases, the thermal conductivity
drops to 3.575W/(m·K). /is is due to the presence of
excessive CF agglomerates in the phase-change material./e
agglomerated CF may affect the crystal structure of the PW
and reduce the thermal conductivity of the phase-change
material [34]. /e thermal conductivity of CPCM-CF4.5-Al-
Hc and CPCM-CF4.5-3DAl-Hc CPCMwasmeasured in the
same manner. /e results show that the thermal conduc-
tivity increases to 4.465W/(m·K) and 5.723W/(m·K), which
are 1.48 times and 1.9 times that of PW/EG, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Sample leakage rates of the (a) PW/HDPE/CF and (b) PW/EG/CF/HDPE.

(c) (d)

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of (a) CF, (b) HDPE, (c) PW/EG, and (d) PW/EG/CF/HDPE.
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Figure 6: /e leakage rates of the CPCMs.
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Figure 7: DSC curves of the PCM and CPCM.

Table 3: /e phase-transition parameters of the samples.

Samples
Melting Freezing

TM (°C) HM (J/g) TF (°C) HF (J/g)
CPCM-CF0 45.8 236.3 40.5 234.2
CPCM-CF0.5 45.2 218.2 40.8 218.7
CPCM-CF1.5 44.3 222.7 41.1 217.6
CPCM-CF3 44.1 209.4 41.3 208.1
CPCM-CF4.5 43.9 208.8 41.5 202.8
CPCM-CF6 43.6 200.4 41.7 189.8
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/erefore, it can be concluded that the thermal conduction
of the CPCM-CF4.5 sample was enhanced by the addition of
the aluminum honeycomb panel, and 3D Al-Hc panels have
better thermal conductivity than ordinary aluminum hon-
eycomb panels, /is may be because of the following: (1) the
3D Al-Hc foil’s thickness is 0.4mm; and (2) the 3D printed
aluminum honeycomb has a prickly structure, which in-
creases the contact area with the CPCM.

3.5. Mechanical Strength Analysis. Figure 11 is a graph of the
stress-strain curve of the three CPCM specimens after the
compressive strength test. /e strain of the three specimens
increased with the increase of the applied stress, but the de-
formation of CPCM-CF4.5-3D Al-HC under the same stress

was the smallest. Under the pressure of 100KPa, the defor-
mation of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE, PW/EG/CF/HDPE/Al-Hc,
and PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc composite panels was
8mm, 4.9mm, and 1.25mm, respectively. During the test, all
three samples were not crushed, indicating that the PW/EG/
CF/HDPE CPCM plate has good toughness. /e PW/EG/CF/
HDPE/3D Al-Hc composite board had almost no deforma-
tion, which indicates that the 3DAl-Hc panel greatly improves
the compressive strength of the CPCM panel.

3.6. Battery Surface 3ermal Response Analysis. Figure 12
shows the temperature variation curves with a 2.5°C dis-
charge rate for the battery surface. It can be seen from the
diagram that the temperature is almost linear with time
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Figure 8: XRD curves of the HDPE, CF, PW/EG, and PW/EG/CF/HDPE.
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Figure 9: TG curves for the PW, HDPE, PW/EG, and PW/EG/CF/HDPE.
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when there is no PCM on the surface of the battery. At the
end of the discharge, the maximum temperature reaches
71.2°C, which far exceeds the safe temperature of the battery
(50°C). /e temperature variations of the battery containing
the CPCMs were divided into three distinct stages. At the
beginning of the discharge, the surface temperature of the
battery rises at a relatively fast rate. /e solid CPCM is in the
sensible heat cooling process, and direct thermal conduction

is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. In the second
stage, the temperature is maintained at approximately
42.3°C, which is within the phase-transition temperature
range of the CPCM. At the end of the discharge, since the
CPCM is completely dissolved, and the heat exchange rate
between the CPCM and the air is slow, the surface tem-
perature of the battery rises rapidly. However, the maximum
surface temperature of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc
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Figure 10: /ermal conductivity of the CPCM with different CF mass fractions.
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Figure 11: Stress-strain curves and images of the CPCM specimens after the compression strength test. (a), (b), and (c) are the images of the
samples after the compression strength test.
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CPCM battery is kept below 50°C, and it is maintained in the
safe temperature range until the end of discharge. /en, the
heat that is generated by the battery began transferring to the
CPCM, and the CPCM began to melt. At the third stage, the
surface temperature of the battery rises rapidly, and the
CPCM is completely dissolved. /ese systems could not
transfer heat from the battery into the air fast enough.
However, the highest temperature of the battery incorpo-
rating the PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc CPCM remained
below 50°C, which was within the optimum working tem-
perature range up until the end of the discharge.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCMwas prepared, and
the effect of the mass fraction of CF on the thermal prop-
erties of the CPCM was analyzed. In addition, the me-
chanical properties of the 3D Al-Hc and ordinary Al-Hc in
CPCM and the thermal performance of the ternary lithium
battery in the thermal management system were compared.
From the results of our research, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

(1) From the DSC curve analysis, the degree of super-
cooling of the prepared PW/EG/CF/HDPE CPCM
was reduced by 51.5% and 43.3%, compared to the
PW and PW/EG CPCM, respectively. /e reduction
in supercooling shortens the phase change period
and also improves the efficiency of the CPCM.

(2) When the CF mass fraction is 4.5%, the thermal con-
ductivity of the PW/EG/CF/HDPE was 3.955W/(m·K).
After the addition of the 3D Al-Hc, the thermal
conductivity increased to 5.723W/(m·K)./e results

show that the introduction of 3D Al-HC greatly
improves the thermal conductivity of the CPCM.

(3) /e strains in all three specimens increased with the
applied stress. However, under the same stress, the
PW/EG/CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc CPCM was minimal
compared to the other two specimens. /e results
show that the compressive strength of the PW/EG/
CF/HDPE is markedly improved by the addition of
the 3D Al-Hc.

(4) /e thermal response of the cell surface was ana-
lyzed. At an exchange rate of 2.5°C, the highest
surface temperature of the battery with the PW/EG/
CF/HDPE/3D Al-Hc CPCM was recorded as 45.5°C,
and it remained below the safe temperature of 50°C.
/is is attributed to the fact that themetal framework
that is provided by the 3D Al-Hc improves the
thermal conduction and heat dissipation capability
of the CPCM.
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